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A new analytical approach to the statistical theory o] sonie boom propagation through randomly
inhomogeneous media is developed on the base of nonlinear evolution equations. The turbulent at-
tnosphere lasjer is modelled by a random phase screen. A new Burqers' type equation is derived for
arbitrary speeds of supersonic aircrafts using nonlinear geometrical acoustics.approximation. Theauer-
age peak pressure, squared pressure and disperston oj fiuctuations are calculated, as well as statistical
distribuiions for peak pressure and its outbursts. It is shown that in spite of decrease in the main
characteristics of the N-wave, the fiuciuations can increase and lead to the appearance oj undesirable
outbursis.

The problem of nonlinear wave propagation
through randomly inhomogeneous media is of great
practical and theoretical interest. Examples from
the viewpoint of application are underwater and
atmospheric long-range propagation of high-inten-
sity signals eaused by explosions, medieal deviees
using shoek puJses and sonie boom transmission
through an atmospherie turbulent Jayer. In the
subsequent study of the latter problem we wil!
solve the adequate nonlinear wave equation and
then make a statistieal averaging of the solution
eontaining ran dom parameters.

Using the nonlinear geometrie approximation
the one-dimensional equation of nonlinear acous-
ticsin its most general form [l] becomes

Here p is the acoustic pressure, s is the distance
passed by the wave along the ray, p is the density
of the medium, c is the sound velocity, c is nonlin-
earity of the medium, b is the effective viscosity

and T == t - ~ is the retarded time. The given
function S(s) is the cross-sectioned area of the
ray pipe. The pararneters c, p, c and b may be
functions of the distance s.

The statement of the problem is illustrated in
Figure l. An aircraft moves with constant veloc-
ity v > c above a piane phase screen x = O and
radiates a conically spreading wave. Before the
screen al! rays are parallelI with the same angle
of inclination 0<. After passing the screen the i-th
ray has the inclination angle O<i. The deviation
of rays is caused by turbulent refraction and has
random origin. Consequently, the pattern of peak
pressure at the ground x = H will also be random
and can be described by a statistical probability
distribution.

The rays behind the phase screen are described
by the equation

y - ~i = z tan O<i, (2)

where y = ~i is the point where the i-th ray ern-
anates from the plane x = O. Consider now the
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ray formed by two neighboring rays, intersecting
the y-axis at a distance d{. The ratio between the
cross sections of the ray tube at the screen and
at the distance s = co: a along the ray from the
screen 18

L:::.S(s) ~ 1+ _s_da'
L:::.S(O) ( cos a de ),

where aj is the inclination angle behind the screen.
The equation (1) then takes the form

op p d S da' f op b 02p
os +2dsln(1+;;;;;d[)- c3pPOT = 2c3pOT2'

(4)
We now assume that the viscosity of the medium
can be neglected and that p, f and c can be treated
as constants. With the notation 9 = co~a d~' the
generał solution of (4) with the righthand side put
equal to zero becomes

[E.V(l + 9S)] = ~(T + f~OS [E.V(l +9S)]
Po c-p Po

V(1 + 9S) -l)
Il.! '
2

where cf>( r)is an arbitrary function deseribing the
initial (at s = O) form of the wave and Po is the
initial ampłitude (for periodic waves) or the peak
pressure (for short pulses).

Now we specify the function ~(T) in (5) to be
linear:

~(T) = -f., ITI < To
<P(T) = O, ITI> To.

The equation (6) describes an N-wave. Using the
conservation of triangular areas belowand above
the linear function in (6) we find the following
expression for the peak pressure at the ground:

p(s = ~) _ l l

Po - 01+,8) (1 + GJ(11)-1)~'

a (7)
where

and

We now assume the statistical distribution of
the "ray convergence parameter" "I == dJ{' to be
given. In order to avoid arbitrarily large out-
bursts, leading to intersection between rays, we
replace the Gaussian distribution by a parabolic
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distribution. For,8 == eJ::a the parabclic distri-
bution is:

3,82 _ "IoH
w(,8) = 4a (1 - a2)' 1,81< ,80= -2-

}JO}JO cos a
w(,8) = O, 1,812: ,80, (10)

(3) where "lo is the maximai ray inclination.
The distribution (10) is similar to the Gaus-

sian distribution for small ray convergences but
assigns zero probability to large additions to the
ray inclination, hl 2: "lo. The distribution (10) is
even and normalized.:

w(:-f3) = w(,8), 1:w(f3)df3 = 1.

The mean value < !(p) > of any function !(p)
measured on the ground can now be ca!culated:

(11)

< !(p) >= J (1 + (3)!(p(,8))w(f3)d,8, (12)

where the factor 1+f3 in the integrand is the ratio
between the intersection areas of the tube with the

(5) plane z = H and the turbulence plane layer z = O.
The statistical parameters < p2 >, < p > and

(T == « p2 > - < P >2) ~ can now be calculated
for small values of < f32 > without resorting to
any special form of the distribution w(f3). We
obtain from (12) and (7):

< p2 > J w(,8)d,8
--pr- = 1+ G0"1+P)-l

4
1 G(2 + G) 2

~ l+G{I- 16(1+0)2 <f3 >}(6) (13)

< P> = J V(1 + ,8)w(,8)d,8

Po (1 + GJ(11)-1)1,
1 [1 < f32 >

~ V(1 + G) - -8 - +
3 G2 2

128(1+G)2 <f3 >]. (14)

Using (13) and (14) the dispersion (T of the pres-
(8) sure fiuctuations is calculated:

(9)

~ = ~ ł + G, v<,82> .
Po 8(1+G),

Frorn the definitions (8) and (9) of G and f3 we see
that at small distances from the turbulent Iayer
the fiuctuations in the sonie boom peak pressure
increase with increasing H according to the linear
ław

(15)

u H da' 2 l----«-) >.
Po - 2cos2 a de . (16)



On the other hand, at distances where the nonlin-
ear effects are strongly expressed and G > > 1 the
formuła (15) gives słower growth ~ .,fjj:

!!.... = ~.,fjj( c3pTo )! < (dO:')2 >!. (17)
Pt: 8 {Po cos3 o: de

From (16) and (17) follows that pressure fluctu-
ations can increase with distance despite of the
decrease of the mean pressure < P > behind the
screen. Thus turbulence may cause high-pressure
outbursts, which are most undesirabłe. In order
to evaluate the probability of these outbursts one
has to calculate the statistical distribution for the
sonie boom pressure. This will now be done.

For the speciał form (10) of the ,B-distribution
the distribution W(z) of the ratio z == ~, using
the transforrnation formuła

W(z) = (1+ ,B)w(,B) (18)
I~pl t

takes the following form:

w(z) = .2...~[1_Gz(3+4z)1
2,Bo z5 (1 + z)2

{1-;5[z12(1- 2G 1~) -In· (19)

The distribution (19) is shown in Figure 2 for the
linear case G = O and ,B = O, ,B = 0.5 and (3 = 1
(solid line) and for G = 0.2 and ,Bo = l (dotted
line). Comparing the dotted curve with the corre-
sponding solid one for ,B = 1, the nonlinear distor-
tion of the p-distribution can be pointed out. It
is seen that the nonlinear distribution, relatively
to the linear distribution, has been shifted as a
whole to the side of smali peak pressures. Thus
the pro babili ty of finding N-waves having small
peaks is greater for the nonlinear case than for
the linear case.

The calculation of the probability of appear-
ance of high-pressure fluctuations is of particular
interest. The probability W(.2..) > n of detecting

Po
an exceess pressure P > npo (here n is an arbi-
trary positive number) is calculated using (19) for
smalI values of G:

W(E. > n) = ('" w(E.)d(E.)
Po l; Po Po

= -1-[,80 - (1- ~ l]2[(1- ~)(1 + ~ l
16fJ3 n2 n2 n2

+2,80(1 +..;) - 3,8~1
n

3G 1 l l
- 2,Bo n3(n + 1)[1- ,Bo (1- n2)]' (20)

Thus it is seen from (20) that the nonlinear phe-
nomen a lead to additional decrease in the proba-
bility of high-pressure outbursts. For G = O the
maximum of W is

Wmax = 2~6 (1 - 8~2)

at ,Bo = 1. The probability of observing a pres-
sure P = l.lpo, weakly exceeding the initial value
Po, equals about 0.2 according to (21), and the
probability of observing an N-wave with a peak
twice higher than the initial one, P > 2po, equals
7.10-3.

The described phenomena are in quałitative
agreement with experimental data. However, the
pro babili ty of overpressures exceeding the expec-
tation value 2-5 times is underestimated by for-
muła (20) [2]. A modified approach, considering
diffraction phenomena, is therefore desirable.

(21)
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Fig. 1. Spreading out oj a sanic boom wave after passage oj a turbulent lasjer (phase screen).
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Fig. 2. Pressure dislribution jor Po = 0, Po = 0.5 and Po = 1 and G = O (solid curves) and jor

Po = l and G = 0.2 (dashed curve).
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